
 

A Macedonian company offers game development 

services to clients through outsourcing agreements 
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 Approfondimenti 

Identificativo proposta:BOMK20190319001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Macedonian innovative and dynamic IT company is offering game development services to partners willing to create 

their own games. It is interested to find foreign partners looking to outsource work. 

 

The Macedonian company is providing premium full services and products and is well present on the local market. It is 

creating highly innovative and user-centered products and services, using cutting edge creative solutions. This IT 

company is offering game development services to clients wishing to create their own games. It offers the following: 

3D modeling, 3D animation, 3D rendering, autodesk 3D studio max, 2D animation, graphic design, architectural 

rendering, caricature, cartoon, architect design, computer-generated imagery, floor plan, unity 3D. It works with its 

clients as either a service provider or a subcontractor. Its complete gaming suite is consisted of educational games, 

serious games, online casino and slot, real-time strategy & role-playing games on all platforms like iOS, Android, 

Windows Phone, Desktop, HTML, Flash, Unity 3D. They carry next generations of compatible games with rich 

visualization on any kind of devices: computer, tablet, mobile. For all game players with individual preferences, they 

constantly deliver ideas: • educational games that challenge brain, • games of luck and lots of fun (poker, slot and 

roulette), • skateboards and motocross game • games for those who love adventures & fight • logic stories and complex 

puzzles • challenging game to overcome hundreds of enemies. The company is now ready to provide any game 

according to the requirements of the partner and is interested to spread its presence on international market. It is 

interested in outsourcing agreements with foreign partner that could outsource part of its production processes.  
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